Topic Fun
Our focus for this week has been
on the houses of 1666. We have
thought about what they looked
like, what they were made of
and what would have been
different to our houses today.
We have made houses in lots of
different ways. We used black
and white paper to make Tudor
houses and measured accurate
squares to make maths houses.
We also had a go at making
wattle and daub walls!
Topic Words
Please continue to talk about
our topic vocabulary:
Tudor, fire, wattle and daub,
baker, potion, blacksmith,
thatch, houses, plague.
Friday 27th Sept

Maths

Things to Remember

Number bonds to 10 and 20. Practise
these using fingers (bonds to 10) or use
20 beads/cars/crayons, separate any
number so that you can write a number
sentence that equals 20 (17+?=20).
We have been looking at 2 digit
numbers and identifying which is the
tens and which is the units numbers.

Please bring a small
backpack with a water
bottle in to the Farmers’
Market trip.
Our Harvest collection
this year is for Syria
and No5 Project. See
newsletter for details.
Please help your child
to tie their own shoe
laces.
Writing Corner

I’ m Bored Box
Have a go at a bit of old fashioned living and
see if you can go for a day without using
anything electrical. Tell us how you do!
Build yourself a house (a sheet over a table will
do) and pretend your are on Pudding Lane.
What can you see as you walk out of your front
door?
Make up a story or play and show us a video or
photo on Monday.

We’ve been making sure we
remember all about the basics of
sentence writing this week
(using full stops, capital letters
and reading through to make
sure it all makes sense).
Have a go at writing some
sentences this weekend and tell
us what you have been doing.
We would love to see you using
‘and’ and ‘then’!

